KVHA News - KVHA Casino Night – Silent &
Live Auction – Fundraiser
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA. November 29, 2012 – Below are some more details regarding
KVHA’s Annual Fundraiser. Tickets are available now for purchase and don’t forget to
donate for Casino “Play Money.” Here’s the scoop!

February 22, 2013
Location – Federal Way Community Center
The Federal Way Commun
Community Center is located at:
876 333rd Street
Federal Way, Wa 98003

Tickets - $40.00 per person.
Tickets can be purchased at the office at Kent
Valley Ice Centre, 6015 So. 240th Street, Kent,
WA. Contact Gina, Amy or Rena to purchase
tickets. KVHA Members can also purchase tickets
through their Team Manager. We will accept
cash, check or debit/credit card.
All KVHA Team Managers have the forms to fill out to buy tickets as well
wel as to
purchase Casino “play money.”

Casino Play - $20 minimum donation, no maximum.
All casino play requires an advance donation to KVHA. In return the casino player
will get a certificate indicating how much they donated for Casino play. The
certificate
ate will be in the bidder packet they will receive at the door the night of the
auction. They will exchange the certificate for Casino “play money” with the Casino
cashier. The “play money” will be used for play at the Casino tables.
Attendees can donate for Casino “play money” at anytime up to 1 week prior to
auction night. They will not be able to purchase additional Casino “play money” the
night of the event.
Top Casino Play winners will be eligible for prizes at the end of the evening on Casino
Night.. Those prizes are yet to be determined.
Note: Washington State gambling regulations require that all Casino “play money” be purchased through
donation at least one week in advance of the event. Attendees will not be able to purchase additional “play
money”
ney” the night of the event. Therefore, make sure you procure enough Casino “play money” to get you through
the evening.
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Kent Valley Mites Travel to Portland for Nine Exciting
Games in Harvest Cup Tournament
Story contributed by Jeff Bingaman, Associate coach KVHA Mites

Veteran’s Memorial Coliseum, Portland, Oregon - November 23-24, 2012 – The
Harvest Cup tournament was a fun and exciting event for the KVHA Mite Lightning team
members that were able to make the trip. The host Portland crew was friendly, helpful and
professional. It was a well-run show.
A number of the players attended the Winterhawks’ game prior to their first round of three
cross-ice games (they played a total of nine games over two days) getting a view of the
arena they would get to play on. Once games began the action was fast-paced and furious
throughout the tournament. A number of fantastic offensive plays, goals and some amazing
defensive plays were witnessed by all in attendance. Although no official scores or statistics
were recorded, coaching notes document several multi-hat trick scorers (throughout the
tournament)
Connor Kirby, Ryan Severson and Zachary Mertel were the three shooters in this category.
Vince Terry recorded his first ever goal as did Derrick Means and Easton Wagner. These
accomplishments would never have been possible if not for the outstanding efforts of their
respective line mates (strong work Seth Bingaman and Ripken Renner). Without the hard
work in the corners, up the boards while working against some BIG (how can that kid be
U8?) bodies on the open ice to free up pucks and plain old hustle we wouldn’t have scored
nearly as much as we did (my unofficial record shows the lightning with 48 goals and
opponents with 35 against).
Perhaps the biggest kudos (MVP?) goes to our tournament goalie- Mathew Blackmon. For a
boy who is normally a skater he is a great net-minder with the heart of a lion- a real
competitor! Despite a number of bad bounces- and simply fantastic shots- resulting in
goals, Mathew stayed with it and fairly stood on his head! Outstanding efforts were given
by all players and they all had fun! In fact my records show that everyone scored at least
one goal! The only downside was that the coach (this author) didn’t notice we had a 5-on-4
situation in a 4-on-4 format- twice! The competition was stiff but the boys held it together
for a better than 50% tournament (5 of 9) record.

Squirt Tornadoes Show Heart and Team Spirit in SnoKing
Thanksgiving Classic
Story Contributed by Ellen Shelden

Kingsgate Ice Arena, Kirkland, WA. November 24, 2012 – Kent Valley’s Squirt
Tornadoes participated in the 2012 SnoKing Squirt/Atom Recreational Thanksgiving Classic
November 23, 24 7 25. Following is a summary of each of their four games.
Tournament Game #1: KVHA Tornadoes (2) vs. Everett Kodiaks (3)
Coach Jeff Ferguson took his KVHA Tornadoes team to Castle Ice Arena Friday, November
23rd, for their first tournament game of the season to face-off against the Everett Kodiaks.
Ferguson and his team sadly came away with their first loss of the holiday weekend
tournament after a persistent attack by the Everett Kodiaks. Even with the loss, it is evident
that the weekly practices continue to help the Tornadoes improve their defensive skills and
positional play.

Period 1 - The 1st period was highlighted with a zealous battle for possession. Throughout
the period, it was evident that the players were working well together getting into position
and vying for the puck. The Tornadoes took the lead early with their first goal scored by
Caleb Chaloner(#6), assisted by Sean Smith(#14). Only a few minutes later, the Tornadoes
would score their second goal by Steven Rosenquist(#5) with an assist given by #15
Maxwell Mudge. Unfortunately, the Kodiaks would manage to score with only minutes left in
the first period, decreasing the Tornadoes lead to just one goal.
Period 2 - In the 2nd period, both teams had a difficult time fighting for possession of the
puck. The Tornado players showed great progressive growth with their strong defensive
skills and puck handling. However, the Kodiaks caught a break and scored a goal on a
breakaway shot.
Period 3 - The passionate battle for possession came to a culminating end in the 3rd
period. While the Tornadoes tried to collect themselves, they just couldn’t muster enough of
a rally against the tough Everett Kodiaks team to regain the lead. Consequently, the
Kodiaks caught one last break in the late minutes of the period and sadly came out ahead
by breaking the tie to take the lead as the period closed against a very tired but proud
Tornadoes team (which played the game without the assistance of four of our players and a
goalie playing his first game ever in between the pipes).
Summary - Ultimately, the KVHA Tornadoes lost to a strong Everett Kodiaks team in
tournament play on Friday. The Everett Kodiaks defeated the Tornadoes by a final score of 3
to 2. Goalie Kyle Klem(#16) had a solid performance saving 9 out of 12 shots for a 75%
save rate in the net for his first game ever as a goalie with only three practices under his
belt. Spectacular job, Kyle!
The Tornadoes did an amazing job against one of the top teams in our league while we were
missing four players from our roster and fielding only four defensemen throughout the
tournament. Despite our limited roster and new goaltender, the first half of that game was
the best team hockey the Tornadoes have played all year thus far. Had any number of near
misses gone in throughout that game, including 3 shots that hit the posts, the outcome
would have been very different! At the end of the game, Maxwell Mudge(#15) was awarded
MVP of the game. Hopefully as the tournament play goes on, we will see continued
improvement in the Tornadoes skills. Next up, the Tornadoes face a Canadian team at
O’dark-hundred (7:10am) for their second tournament game at Kingsgate. Good luck,
Tornadoes!
Tournament Game #2: KVHA Tornadoes (2) vs. Coquitlam Chiefs C4 (2)
During this Thanksgiving holiday weekend, the KVHA Tornadoes were hoping to have one
more thing to be thankful for, as they faced their first of 3 match-ups against Canadian
teams on this action-packed day. At O’dark-hundred (7:10am) on Saturday, November
24th, the KVHA Tornadoes went up against the Coquitlam Chiefs (C4) in tournament play at
Kingsgate but the match-play didn’t go as they expected. Instead of getting a “W”, the
Tornadoes faced a physically massive and an extremely inspired team who travel quite a
distance to compete. The Tornadoes displayed great spirit and focus in winning many of the
one-on-one battles for the puck, even against players twice their size throughout the entire
game. With relentless attacks and physically powerful players, both teams struggled to take
the upper-hand and snag the win, resulting in an eventual tie.
Period 1 - The KVHA Tornadoes went toe-to-toe during the 1st period against a strong
Coquitlam Chiefs team. Both goalies had their work cut out for them trying to fend off
multiple shots to the net. In the end, the strong exchange between both teams was evident
as neither team scored during the period. It was exciting to witness such a great exchange
between two competitive teams! Great performance by both teams!
Period 2 - As the 2nd period opened, the Chiefs had a difficult time fighting for possession
of the puck and the Tornadoes took advantage. Consequently, the Tornadoes were first to
find the net and put a score on the board with a quick goal by Steven Rosenquist(#5), with
an assist by Steven Bautista(#11).

Period 3 - The fervent battle for the puck continued well into the 3rd period. Unfortunately,
the Tornadoes let up their defense a bit and allowed the Chiefs to score 2 successive goals
and take the lead. Undeterred with this deficit, the Tornadoes collected themselves and got
to work. The Tornadoes truly looked like a team in the last few minutes of the game when
they tightened up their defense and began passing the puck around again, leading to a
tying goal which was very hard-fought. With only a few minutes left on clock and just before
the period closed, Caleb Chaloner(#6) scored a quick shot with an assist by Steven
Rosenquist(#5) to tie the game. Great offensive shot Caleb! The Tornadoes kept the puck in
Coquitlam's zone for nearly three straight minutes to get that goal and very nearly got the
game winner in the last 30 seconds by continuing to pass the puck and cycle around their
net.
Summary - Even with the few goals scored by the Tornadoes, they regrettably couldn’t
take the win on the ice and had to settle for the tie. In the end, the KVHA Tornadoes played
a resilient Canadian team in tournament play on Saturday that resulted in a tie game with a
final score of 2 to 2. At the end of the game, Rickey Campbell(#12) was awarded MVP of
the game. A lot can be said about the positive growth and developmental maturity seen in
the Tornado players so far this season. Hopefully their next tournament game later in the
day at Kingsgate will provide a different outcome! Good luck, Tornadoes!
Tournament Game #3: KVHA Tornadoes (3) vs. Port Moody Titans (3)
The pressure was “on” as the KVHA Tornadoes readied to take on the Canadian Port Moody
Titans for their second game of the day Saturday, November 24th at Kingsgate. With 3
games already under their belt, the Tornadoes were eager to get the “W”! That motivation
was the key as the Tornadoes churned it up and rallied with a relentless attack.
Unfortunately, it wasn’t enough as that elusive win was just barely out of reach, only to end
in the second tie game of the day. Great teamwork, Tornadoes!
Period 1 - In hopes that being the home team would be an advantage, the Tornadoes took
to the ice with a fierce competitiveness and intensity that was almost palatable. Yet, it was
clear that the Tornadoes thin bench from missing players was beginning to take an obvious
toll right away, as our players showed signs of fatigue (after having gotten up at 5AM to
play the largest squirt team ever seen in Coquitlam), and Port Moody's skill level and large
physical size immediately hindered our boys from getting out of the gates as fast as usual.
Port Moody Titans struck first against the Tornadoes with the early goal at 12:16 of the first
period. Only minutes later would they repeat for their second goal. However, the Tornadoes
found their legs once again and finally got back into their usual flow by the very end of the
first period when Steven Bautista(#11) scored with an assist by Steven Rosenquist(#5), to
bring the Tornadoes to a 1-goal deficit as the period closed, raising the spirits of a tired
Tornadoes team on the bench.
Period 2 - As the 2nd period opened, the Tornadoes wouldn’t let the one goal deficit deter
them and quickly got back to work with Sean Smith(#14) scoring a short-handed goal, with
an assist by Steven Rosenquist(#5), to tie the game once again. The struggle continued for
possession of the puck. While the Tornadoes showed their strong wills to succeed, they were
unable to get a robust enough rally going against the Port Moody Titans team to take the
lead before the end of the period.
Period 3 - The electrifying battle continued well into the 3rd period as the Tornadoes
collected themselves to counter an attack. Unfortunately, the Titans would have none of it
and took advantage of a power-play opportunity to regain the lead once more. After a
heated battle for possession continued and with only minutes left in the period,, the
Tornadoes would not go down without a strong fight. With an assist by Steven
Bautista(#11), Steven Rosenquist(#5) would score the Tornadoes’ final goal to close out the
period and tie the game one final time. Outstanding teamwork, boys!
Summary - In the end, the exciting outcome of this tournament game wasn’t decided until
the last buzzer sounded. In fact, the score was tied twice during the game! It was pure grit
and determination that saw the Tornadoes through the last period of the game as all the
boys were exhausted but proud to have found a way to earn a tie against a very skilled and
physically large Canadian team by a final score of 3 to 3. The Titans fired 18 shots on the

Tornadoes goal while the Tornadoes put an equally impressive 17 shots on the Titans’ net.
Tornadoes goalie Kyle Klem(#16) stopped 15 of 18 Titans’ shots - a respectable 83% save
rate. At the end of the game, Michael Geddes(#7) was awarded MVP of the game.
Congratulations to both teams on a very exciting and entertaining game! Hopefully their
next tournament game later in the evening at Kingsgate against the North Delta (C2)
Outlaws will give them that elusive “win” and put them on a great path of success! Good
luck, Tornadoes!
Tournament Game #4: KVHA Tornadoes (3) vs. North Delta C2 Outlaws (5)
The KVHA Tornado caravan rolled into town about sunset for their third and final
tournament match of the day against the North Delta (C2) Outlaws from Canada. In the
final game of what was in essence a 15-hour day of hockey with precious little true rest
available to them, the Tornadoes boys were on their very last ounce of energy by the time
this was game started, and playing three very good Canadian teams in one day made the
daunting task even tougher. Prepared for the 6:50 draw, the Outlaws took advantage of the
ice on Saturday and showed no mercy by outscoring the Tornadoes with an unrelenting
assault to take the eventual win. However, this game ultimately came down to exhaustion
being the factor that tipped the scales in North Delta's favor.
Period 1 - The impassioned battle for the puck began right as the whistle blew and the first
puck was dropped. The Outlaws took more than a second shot at the Tornadoes after
scoring two successive goals within just minutes on the clock. Undaunted by the 2-goal
deficit, the Tornadoes would get one back when at 9:40 on the clock, Luke Pizzey(#9)
would score with an assist by Steven Bautista(#11). The back and forth scoring and
impressive playmaking was exhilarating to say the least. While the Outlaws would score one
more time, the Tornadoes responded with a sensational shot made by Sean Smith(#14) and
assisted by Luke Pizzey(#9) as the period closed.
Period 2 - The Tornadoes had a difficult time fighting for possession of the puck and the
Outlaws took advantage as the 2nd period got underway. Consequently, the Outlaws quickly
extended their lead with one more goal. The Tornadoes’ strong defensive skills were put to
the test as this would be the only goal scored in the period. Great team work boys!
Period 3 - As the final period opened, the Tornadoes wouldn’t let the goal deficit distract
them and quickly collected themselves when Sean Smith(#14) would score with an assist
by Rickey Campbell(#12), to bring the game to a 1-goal difference. With hopes of getting
back to a tie and initiating a comeback, they got back to work but the struggle for
possession of the puck was just too intense. Unfortunately, the Outlaws came out ahead
and netted another goal as the period closed.
Summary - While the Tornadoes and Kyle Klem felt the burn of aching muscles and heavy
breathing, they ALL fought hard to the bitter end again, as a TEAM, and still somehow
nearly found a way to emerge victorious against an extremely tough team from our
northern neighbor, keeping within one goal all the way up to the final minutes when Steven
Rosenquist(#5) hit the crossbar on a beautiful shot that would have been the equalizer.
Even with the few goals scored by the Tornadoes, they regrettably lost the tough battle on
the ice. The Squirts struggled to collect themselves and were only able to gather enough
wind power to throw a few twisters at the Outlaws - and that didn’t blow the bandits away
at all. The Outlaws dominated the ice scoring beating the Tornadoes 5 to 3. Tornadoes
goalie Kyle Klem stood up to the Outlaws’ assault stopping 8 of 13 shots. In the end, the
KVHA Tornadoes lost to a resilient Canadian team in tournament play on Saturday. At the
end of the game, Tyler Sherwood(#2) was awarded MVP of the game.
A lot can be said about the positive growth and developmental maturity seen in the Tornado
players so far this season. One of the best lessons and moral victories of this tournament is
that it proved our boys have the heart and team spirit to fight through the difficulties of
missing players and goaltenders, the most grueling scheduling possible, and the toughest of
opponents in four straight games to be within just a few shots in any given game of going
to the championship match. The fact that our boys could barely walk and keep their eyes
open as they left the rink 15 hours and three games after their day began on Saturday, yet
STILL left with a smile on their faces tells their parents it was all worth it as they

accomplished alot as a TEAM and had fun doing it! Hopefully, they’ll get back in the groove
at their NPSHL game against the Tacoma Rockets next Saturday at the Tacoma Rockets and
it will provide a different outcome! Good luck, Tornadoes!

Canadians Provide Strong Competition for Kent Valley
PeeWee Tornadoes at Battle for the Sound Tournament
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA. November 25, 2012 – Kent Valley’s PeeWee
Tornadoes faced three strong Canadian teams before they faced a familiar foe, the Seattle
Jr. PeeWee Badgers, at last weekend’s Bremerton’s 8th Annual Battle for the Sound hockey
tournament. The Tornadoes lost to the Semiahmoo PeeWee C2 team 5 to 2 Friday morning
and lost to the Vancouver PeeWee Beavers C9 team 6 to 4 later Friday afternoon.
Saturday, the Tornadoes faced off against the North Delta PeeWee Demons and lost 4 to 1.
The tide turned for Tornadoes Sunday afternoon as they faced off against the Seattle Jr.
PeeWee Badgers and defeated them 3 to 2. The 4-game team scoring summary is below:
Alex Britten – 2 goals, 1 assist = 3 points
Jesse Everson – 2 goals, 1 assist = 3 points
Noah Koester – 2 goals, 1 assist = 3 points
Joey Geisendorfer – 3 assists = 3 points
Riley Lewis – 2 goals = 2 points
Jason North – 1 goal = 1 point
Nate Dunn – 1 assist = 1 point
The Tornadoes’ Ben Fredell tended goal for all four games. Fredell stopped 66 of 83 shots
on goal over the four games for a save rate of 79.5%. The second place Tornadoes return
to NPSHL league play this weekend when they face the eleventh place Everett Grizzlies at
home Saturday morning.

PeeWee “B” Selects Win 2 Lose 2 in Exhibition Play at
Spokane
Eagles Ice Arena, Spokane, WA. November 25, 2012 – Kent Valley’s PeeWee “B”
Selects participated in four exhibition games with the Spokane Jr. Chiefs PeeWee “A” and
PeeWee “B” teams in Spokane over the weekend. The Selects defeated the Spokane
PeeWee “B” team in back-to-back games on Saturday, both by the score of 5 to 2.
The Selects played the Spokane PeeWee “A” team on Friday and Sunday. The PeeWee “A’s”
turned out to be a bit stronger than the “B’s.” Spokane won both games 7 to 2 and 7 to 3.
Below are the individual scoring summaries for the four games:
Danny Smith – 6 goals, 2 assists = 8 points
Jack Hanscom – 3 goals, 1 assist = 4 points
Connor Wilson – 2 goals, 2 assists = 4 points
Joey Geisendorfer – 2 goals, 1 assist = 3 points
Derek Smith – 1 goal, 1 assist = 2 points
Tyler Roberts – 1 goal = 1 point
Aaron Dunning – 1 assist = 1 point
Nick Loe – 1 assist = 1 point
Logan Seals – 1 assist = 1 point
Brett Jenkins tended goal for the Selects in two of the four games. Jenkins drew the games
against the Spokane PeeWee “B” team and faced 60 shots and stopped 56 of them for a
save rate 93.3%. Tyler Roberts was in net for the two games against the Spokane PeeWee
“A” team on Friday and Sunday. Roberts faced 93 shots and turned away 79 of them for a
save rate 84.9%.
Next up for the Kent Valley Selects is two PNAHA League games in the Tri-Cities PeeWee “B”
in Trac Arena on Saturday and in Toyota Arena on Sunday. Tri-Cities is currently in first

place in the PNAHA League with a record of 2-1-1. Kent Valley is right behind them in
second place with a record of 1-0-1. Go Selects!

Kent Valley Midget Tier-II Selects Unable to Catch Boise
Steelheads
Kent Valley Ice Centre, Kent, WA. November 24, 2012 – The Steelheads were running
on Saturday and the Kent Valley Midget Tier-II Selects were unable to catch them. The
Boise Steelheads topped the Selects 8 to 4. The Selects came a little closer on Sunday as
they held Boise to two goals.
Boise sent an early message in Saturday’s game as they scored 3 goals in one minute and
thirteen seconds early in the opening period. Mason Stewart scored an unassisted goal at
the tail end of the Boise scoring streak. Stewart’s goal provided some encouragement for
the Selects bench. Tyler Jennings scored on a power play opportunity early in the second
period. Jennings was assisted by Brandon Endres. Anton Nikitin scored 13 seconds later off
an assist from Jesse Howland. Johnny Scherer scored Kent Valley’s fourth goal midway
through the third period. Scherer was assisted by Howland and Stewart.
Boise outshot Kent Valley 42 to 19. Kent Valley’s Colby Bennett stopped 34 of 42 shots on
goal for 81%. Boise’s Kendel Askew stopped 15 of 19 shots on goal for 79%. Bennet’s
team lost the game 8 to 4, but Bennet won the goaltending battle.
Sunday’s game was a much different outcome as the Kent Valley Selects held the
Steelheads to two goals while getting one of their own. Brandon Endres scored Kent
Valley’s only goal at 10:43 of the second period. Endres was assisted by Nolan Fritts & Max
Doner. Boise won the game 2 to 1.
If I had to pick a star of this two-game series, my vote would go to the Steelheads’ Cory
McClintick. McClintick scored a Hat Trick and one assist in Saturday’s game. He scored a
one of Boise’s two goals on Sunday. Given a second star, it would go to Kent Valley’s Colby
Bennett. Bennett faced 76 shots over the two games for an average save rate of 87%.
He’s almost bullet proof.
Below are the scoring summaries for both games:
KVHA Midget Tier-II Selects (4) vs. Boise Jr. Steelheads (8)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Boise

1

12:19

Thomas Benedict from Jeff Corrie

Boise

1

11:55

Matt Davis from Cory McClintick (Power Play)

Boise

1

11:06

Cory McClintick (1) from Adam Saurey

Kent Valley

1

10:05

Mason Stewart (Unassisted)

Boise

2

10:44

Boise

2

7:43

Kent Valley

2

4:45

Tyler Jennings from Brandon Endres (Power Play)

Kent Valley

2

4:32

Anton Nikitin from Jesse Howland

Boise

2

2:43

Matt Davis from Hunter Cyr

Kent Valley

3

7:15

John Scherer from Jesse Howland & Mason Stewart

Boise

3

3:27

Thomas Benedict (Unassisted and Shorthanded)

Boise

3

2:02

Brandon Kathan from Zach Biebuyck

Cory McClintick (2) from Brandon Kathan & Henry
Liao
Cory McClintick (3-Hat Trick) from Brandon Kathan
& Logan Lofto (Power Play)

Kent Valley’s Colby Bennett stopped 34 of 42 shots on goal for 81%.
Boise’s Kendel Askew stopped 15 of 19 shots on goal for 79%.
Kent Valley had 4 minor penalties for 8 minutes.
Boise had 4 minor penalties, 1 major penalty and 2 game misconduct penalties for a

total of 33 minutes.

KVHA Midget Tier-II Selects (1) vs. Boise Jr. Steelheads (2)
Team

Per

Time

Scoring

Boise

1

11:56

Cory McClintick from Brandon Kathan & Matt Davis

Kent Valley

2

10:43

Brandon Endres from Nolan Fritts & Max Doner

Boise

3

13:23

Zach Biebuyck from Adam Saurey & Buddy Dale

Kent Valley’s Colby Bennett stopped 32 of 34 shots on goal for 94%.
Boise’s Nick Grover stopped 17 of 18 shots on goal for 94%.
Kent Valley had 4 minor penalties for 8 minutes.
Boise had 3 minor penalties for 6 minutes.

Quote of the Day!
The True Meaning of Winning the Cup:
"You work so hard and put your body through so much that when you finally do win it, there
is just no better feeling in hockey. I mean, that is what everyone who plays this game
strives for. I was pretty fortunate to have been able to have raised it on three separate
occasions. It was such a thrill to do it each time too, that never got old - believe me.”
Joe Nieuwendyk, Stanley Cup winner with Calgary 1989, Dallas 1999, and New
Jersey 2003
Quote from Raising Stanley - NHL LEGENDS IN THEIR OWN WORDS by Ross Bernstein
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